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It's been appreciated for many years1 that the decays Kj, —* iflti. are CP violating

to lowest order in the Standard Model, and that the component of direct CP violation in

these decays is likely to be comparable to that of the CP violation due to state mixing

(e). This is to be contrasted with the case of JT° -+ JTJT wherein the latter contribution is

predicted to be hundreds of times larger than the former*.

The. direct CP-violating component arises mainly through the same sort of short dis-

tance processes3 that mediate Ki -+ TT°VV and K+ —• ir+uu. The relevant diagrams4

("W-box" and "Z-penguin") are shown in Figure 1. In addition there are two potentially

significant Standard Model contributions arising from the mediation of photons. The first

is that due to the "electromagnetic penguin" (Figure 2a). This contributes to both the

real and imaginary parts of the amplitude for K° and JK* —» *°e+e~ and was originally

expected to dominate K\ —» ir°e+e~t. The contribution of the real part enters through.

the small admixture of Ky in the K^. This gives roughly

to the Kl amplitude. The K+ branching ratio is measured* to be 2.7 x 10~7. The ratio

of K\ to K+ rates is 1 in the SU(3) limit and recent estimates7'*** vary from 0.1 to 2.5.

This uncertainty can be eliminated by a measurement of BR {K% -* x°e+e~), which the

above estimates imply is in the range 0.2 — 5.0 x 10~* (far below the current upper limit10

of 4.5 x 10-5). For ^K+^e'e-) = 2> t h e Ks b r M l c h i n 8 r a t i o i s 1 - 9 x 1 0~9 **d t h e

corresponding K^ branching ratio given by the indirect CP-violating contribution alone

would be 6.0 x 10~13 . The electromagnetic penguin, through its imaginary part, also

contributes to the direct CP-violating {Ki) amplitude. Recent, rather large, estimates for
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the top quark mass have led to the realization"* that this contribution is likely to be smaller

than the Z-penguin and the W-box contributions referred to above. The combination of

direct CP-violating terms gives BR {K°L -» TT°'e+e~)direct « .5xlO~5 (s2S33in6)2, a number

quite comparable to that given by the e term.

In addition to the CP-violating terms there is a 27-mediated CP-conserving contri-

bution (Fig 2b) whose size is naively of the same order as that of the CP-violating ones

[Gpa\m vs Gpaemt). Chiral perturbation theory calculations*1* originally predicted a tiny

(O (1O~14)) branching ratio from this effect while a recent calculation by Sehgal11 based

on a vector dominance model suggests to the contrary that this 27 contribution could

dominate the KL -* 7r°ee branching ratio [BR^^1** w 1.5 x 10~ n ) . Efforts to resolve this

conflict are in progress13 but the matter is still open.

Ultimately one hopes to separate the three contributions (which can of course interfere

with one another) and use this decay as a precise measurement of direct CP-violation in the

Standard Model. Methods for accomplishing this in the presence of a large Sehgal term (but

under certain simplifying assumptions) are given below. It is necessary to observe ir9e+e~

decays emanating from a K° beam from < 6TXS to > 15TJCS. The rate of early decays

determines P (Jfj —• 7r°e+e~) and thus the e contribution to Ki -* 7r°e+e~. The rate

of late decays determines the sum of all three contributions. If the Sehgal contribution is

comparable to the CP-violating terms, large asymmetries11 between the e+ and e~ energies

are predicted for this region. If these are indeed observed, then an analysis utilizing the

Dalitz plot information as a function of proper time in the Ks — Kj, interference region

will be needed to determine the real and imaginary parts of the 27 amplitude. This in

turn allows the extraction of the direct CP-violating amplitude. It may also be possible,

as will be discussed below, to extract the CP-riolating contribution from the Ks and

KL regions (without studying the intermediate region) if the process Kt -* "-077 can be

well-measured.

I now give an outline of both sorts of analysis1*. Ignoring the K° component, what is

produced in p-nucleus collisions is

^ * ' (2)
e|JT,>] + eiM*T [|JTi> + *\K2)})



and

<7r0e+e-|r|ii:0) = - L [e~iM^ (A2 + eAi) + t~iM^ (Aj + cA2)] (3)

where A] )2 = (7r°e+e-|:r|.R'ai2).

Noting that A?, (CP-violating or higher order CP-conserving) is small compared with

A\ (CP-conserving in lowest order) and that |e| w .0023, we discard the eA2 term. Then

/ xl ( 4 )

+ 2Re ({A\A2 + e\Ai\2) e-*("*-*s)r)

Before proceeding, we need some more definitions and simplifying assumptions. First

we take Ai to be real, which is in general not quite true. A\ and A% are functions of

kinematic variables W = 2m2
K + 2m* — 2mjr (Be- + Be+) and A = 2mjc (Ee- — Ee+). For

future reference we note that A\ is an even function8 of W and A. We define the real

constant 7} such that the direct CP-violating amplitude for Kz —»ir°ee is given by tr;|e|j4i.

The CP-conserving 27-mediated amplitude for Kj —* ir°ee|cp-, we call J42T. We then

have

-Aa = ji*, + ti||e|jli (5)

Noting that arg (e) w 7r/4, and setting 6 = mi — ms, we get

+ 2Re j
We now examine the three time regions separately, starting with the Ks region in

which

RS(A,W,T) « \A\tTr'r (7)

If Eq. (7) is integrated over the Dalitz plot, we get simply \T (Ks —» n°ee) e~TsT.

Thus, a measurements at early times determines T (Kj -* ir°r.e). Comparing the observed

dependence of A\ on W and A with the prediction of the short distance approximation',



<Pr w2 - A 2
 2 .

,„. , . ~ mKmT (8)
aPvdA 4 v '

will provide an important consistency check on the present analysis.

At times > > TS, one gets

RL(A, W,T) = \{ \Ai7\
2 + |e|2 ( l +T,1 + V2V) A\

0)
V2|e

where Aai, and J4<JJ,P are respectively the absorptive and dispersive parts of A%^.

Note that in the short distance approximation A\ is proportional to a function of

W times u(k)ftv(k'). Aij also has a term proportional to u(k)fru(k') as well as one

proportional to u(k)v(k'). The latter term is known to be very small as it is helicity

suppressed. The former term may also be small, in which case the analysis of this decay is

much simplified, but at the moment the expected size of this term is controversial so that

we are not free to ignore it. In lowest order11:

~ &u{k)jrv{k') (10a)

Adi.P ~ Art. x function{W) (106)

The above implies that A\bt and A\itp axe each proportional to A3A\ times a function

of W (different in the two cases). We define art., &dUpi fa (^)» and fd (W) such that

Art. = \A2{U{W)art.A1A)2 (lla)

A3
ditp = \e\i{fd(W)aditpA1A)1 (116)

and we find (in the Kj, region),

RL(A,W,T)=d\At7\
3+ 1^1(1+7,* + ^ )

+ 2Vart.Afa (W) + V2 (adi.pfd (W) + art. fa (W)) A

Note that the terms odd in A integrate to 0 over the Dalitz plot so that integrating:

| 2 r (KS - 7r°«) ( l + r? + V2i;)] e-T*T (13)



Thus if F27 is non-negligible, without other measurements TJ cannot be extracted, i.e., one

cannot just make a measurement of the rate in the large r region and learn anything about

the direct CP-violation. One can, however, learn more by studying the Dalitz Plot in this

region. Expanding A\^ via Eq. (11),

= \e\2Al [(adUpfd {W)f + {aab.fa (W))2] A2 (14)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), dividing by \e\2A\ (the latter as given by Eq. (8)),

and integrating over r, one obtains a quadratic form in A. If the data is sufficient to

determine the coefficients, much valuable information can be extracted. The constant

term (given by the rate at the line Ee- = Ee+) is 1 + iya + -\Z5i7- Thus 77 can be determined

to a quadratic ambiguity. The coefficient of A 3 determines T]7. The coefficient of A

is V^ [(l + y/2rf) aab,fa (W) + aiitpfd(W)]. The product [a^fa(W)| can be determined

by a measurement14 of Ki —> 7r°77, an<l the product \a,n,pfj (W) | by subtracting the

absorptive term in quadrature from F27. Depending on the specific values thus determined,

and on the value obtained for the linear coefficient, it may then be possible to break the

quadratic ambiguity and obtain a unique value for rj.

If this is not possible, we can appeal to the distribution in the Ks — K& interference

region:

T) = \t\A\l (4= + «*»P&fd (W)) cosir
I \V2 /

aab.Afa[r
Once again, the terms odd in A integrate to 0 over the Dalitz plot:

r) = |e|r (K° -* n°ee) (y=cos8r +(T}+ -±=\ rinsA e~Tr (16)

Note that rj can be extracted from the integrated formulae if all three time regions are

measured. Assuming that T {Ks —»ir°e+e~) « F (K+ -* ir+e+e~), and that neither the

direct CP-violation nor the 27 term is orders of magnitude larger than the indirect (e) term,

the Ks and Ki contributions cross at ~ lOrj. One must be sensitive to times as small

as ~ ITS in order to get any sort of measurement of V {Ks —» *°ee). The large r region

must be measured well enought to subtract the contribution of the e~r*T term from that

of the interference region. Figure 3 shows the time distribution under various assumptions



for the parameters. It is clear that extracting the parameters from this distribution will

require reasonably high statistics, not easily achieved for a process with branching ratio

~ 10 -" .

To improve the statistical power of the experiment, it is very beneficial to fit the

distribution R(A,W,T) without integrating of the Dalitz plot. Sehgal11 has pointed out

the possible large Dalitz plot interference between the CP-violating and CP-conserving

constributions to KL —»ir°e+e~. Analyzing this interference as a function of time should

constitute an efficient method of extracting the critical parameters. For example, in the

Ks — Ki interference region, one can subtract symmetric points on the Dalitz plot:

RI(A,W,r)-RI(-A,W,T) = 2\e\A
2

1 [adUpfd{W)coa6r+ aabMfa(W)ain6r] Ae~Tr (17)

Fitting the time evolution of the data to this form allows the separate extraction of the

absorptive and dispersive part of the 27 amplitude. Knowing these then allows rj to be

determined.

The analysis sketched above will require a number a improvements before it can be

used to reliably extract the direct CP violation. I list a number of the most important:

1. There is an admixture of K° produced in p-nucleus interactions along with the K°.

This effect is easily included in the above formalism, but unfortunately the existence of this

"dilution" is inimical to the prospects for a practical measurement of direct CP-violation.

2. As mentioned above, we are not really free to take A\ as real. I believe that this

effect can be included to a sufficiently accurate degree by replacing4 e with e — i£. The

modulus and phase of the sum are changed by about 10% from those of e.

3. There is a piece of the direct contribution which does not interfere with the state-

mixing or CP-conserving contributions in the way indicated above4. This piece becomes

relatively more important as the mass of the top quark increases. An attempt will be made

to include it in the above formalism in the near future.

4. The short distance form used for Ai is almost certainly not the whole story in

Ki -> 7r°ee.

I remain hopeful, however, that these difficulties can be overcome, and that with

sufficient statistics and good coverage in r, W, and A, the direct CP-violating amplitude

can be unambiguously determined.



The immediate prospects for experiments on Ki —* ir°e+e are for sensitivities in the

range KT30 - lO"31 rather than the 10~13 - 1 0 ~ 1 4 necessary to access Standard Model CP

physics. Thus there should be plenty of time to perfect the methods of extraction described

above. In the meantime the upcoming experiments will serve mainly to search for non-

Standard CP-violating currents1*'1*, scalars which decay to e+c~, or other new physics

which may fall into the three order of magnitude gap between the current upper limit10'17,

BR [KL -»7r°e+e~) < 4 x 10"8, and the upper limit of Standard Model prediction (a few

xlO~ n ) .

It is also possible for new CP-conserving interactions involving direct-channel scalar

exchange to produce leading order amplitudes for Ki —* ir°e+e~. However these are

constrained to be rather small1* by data on Ki —> e+e~ because such interactions evade

the helicity suppression normally operative in the latter decay. Thus the current upper

limit18, BR [KL —» e+e~) < 1.2 x 10~9, corresponds to a Ki —» ?roe+e~ branching ratio of

3 x 10~12, and it is unlikely that such contributions can be distinguished from the Standard

Model "background".

Unless we are lucky, and the 27 contribution is very small, it will be the generation of

experiments after the next which will make significant contributions to our knowledge of

CP violation.

I thank J. Ritchie for several suggestions and simulating questions. This work was

supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.

Figure Captions

1. One-loop diagrams responsible for K\ —* ir°ee in the Standard Model

2. a) The electromagnetic penguin contribution to K\ -> ir°ee; b) CP-conserving 27

contribution to K\ —+ 7r°ee.

3. Time distribution of 8GeV/c K° —> uPee decays under various assumptions as to

the CP-conserving and direct CP-violating amplitudes. The K\ amplitude is assumed to

be equal to that of K+.
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